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Surveying the Current Scene
By The Staff
@ During the month of Febru-

ary we celebrate the birthdays of

in the survey, including Catholics,
Jews and Protestants. The results

two much-loved individuals, Washington and Lincoln. Every Amer-

for Jews was that eighty-one per-

ican youth knows the life history

tions regularly, and for Protestants
that fifty-eight percent do not read
Protestant Publications regularly.

of these famous men. We all revere them so highly because they
stand as the pillars of the edifice
which we call our great country.
They labored so untiringly, the one
to build the nation and the other
to preserve it; hence their names

are sacred to the memory of citizens of all generations in the United States.
When we look about the world
today and see the slavery that millions of our fellow-men are subjected to in the countries dominated by the Communists, well, it
makes us shudder. How much we
cherish the right to liberty and the

pursuit of happiness. Thank God

that we do not live under a government that ruthlessly despoils us
of the liberty which we love so
much. The recurrences of the
birthdays of Lincoln and Wash-

cent do not read Jewish Publica-

February

is

Catholic

press

month. This is a reminder for us

that we ought to read and support
that Press which brings us correct
information on the vexing prob-

lems of the day, that Press which
stands in battle for God against
the evils of materialism, atheism
and Communism. When did you
read the last Catholic book, magazine or newspaper?
*

®

In the January 30 issue of America Father Gardiner gives some interesting figures about the reading habits of people in the English-speaking countries. The results are from the Gallup Poll. In

erties. Are we properly educating
ourselves for this task by absorbing the Christian principles and

the solid type of education that
we will need? We have a responsi-

&

*

*

The Catholic Digest gave out a
survey which shows that forty-

four percent of Catholics in Amer-

the United States seventeen percent of those asked were reading

books.

The same survey shows

that three times that many in
England were reading books. The

percents for Australia and for Can-

ada were thirty-four and _thirty-

ica do not read a Catholic Pub-

one.

lication regularly

thirty-nine percent of college-edu-

One hundred

and four million Americans over
eighteen years were interviewed
.
9
Page
i

educated above the elementa
level while in the United States

fifty-six percent of the population
attend high school. Evidently the
English go in stronger for selfeducation than we Americans do.
One more item from the Poll.
If the United States had as many
libraries in proportion to popula-

tion as Sweden, there would be
seventy-seven thousand libraries in
the States instead of seven thousand five hundred. If we matched
Denmark’s bookstores we would

have twenty-three thousand inHow much are we educated?
Even if we do not believe in such
statistics, this set should make us
pause and ask ourselves what are
we doing at U.D. and what will
we take along on graduation day
in the way of reading habits.
=

reflect on the great blessing that
is ours and also on the statement
that eternal vigilance is the price
of liberty. Enemies from without
and from within threaten our economic, religious and political security. As educated college men
and women we must be in the vanguard of those who defend our lib-

country and the two great Americans that we honor this month.

thirteen percent of the people are

stead of some fourteen thousand.

*

ington give us an opportunity to

bility. Let us not fail our great

startling bit of information from
the Gallup Poll. In England only

cated

Another item is that only
Americans

were

some book or other.

reading

Here is a

=

=

In the middle of January the
Supreme Court did not ban film
censorship as such, but it ruled
unanimously that censors in Ohio
and in New York had acted improperly in banning two controversial movies. In its action the
Supreme Court reversed the decisions of the highest courts in both
New York and Ohio. The films
were “M,” banned in Ohio, and “La
Ronde,” banned in New York. Justices William O. Douglas and
Hugo Black wanted to rule the
entire principle of censorship invalid.

The Ohio State Supreme Court
and the New York State Court of
Appeals are in legal circles among
the most respected courts in the

nation. Now the Supreme Court
comes along and tells them they
are all wrong. The decision im-

plies that the high tribunal dis(Turn to Page 20)
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Dayton’s House of Culture
By Suzanne Connolly
@ Education

means

develop-

ment. It is the duty of the educator to provide the material
which the student needs to de-

velop his abilities and discover his
individuality.

A good university

presents for study all the phases
of subject matter which can aid a
man in his striving for perfection.
The science student requires spe-

cific studies to increase his ability
in that field; the person whose interest is literary wants a different

type of education than the scien-

and thirty-five credit hours with
one hundred and five being in art.
The man or woman working for a
B. A. with an art major must have
eighteen to twenty-four semester
hours at the Institute; a B.S. in
Education, Art Supervision _re-

quires sixty-seven credits in art. A

student may select one of various
fields in which to concentrate his
efforts. The school gives extensive
courses in drawing and painting,
commercial art, industrial design,

and sculpture and ceramics. Individuality and creative thinking are

tist receives.

Thus there arises the necessity
for a department to fulfill the need
of the visual artists —the student
whose creative power lies in his
gift for expression through color,
design, and dimension
—the silent
art. Such talent needs coaching
and care and instruction to mold

it into the perfection that accompanies a well-developed God-given
gift.
The University of Dayton has
provided for this artistic side of
man’s nature through its affiliation

with the Dayton Art Institute.
Since 1937 Dayton students have
been able to get a bachelor’s degree from an accredited university and also cater to their innate

abilities by attending classes at
Dayton’s center of art. The atmosphere of the museum is naturally
conducive to better concentration
for the art pupils.

One of the city’s truly beautiful
buildings, the Institute itself stands

always encouraged in the various

classes.
The demand for the commercial
artist is ever increasing in the field
of advertising where there is al-

ways a need for properly trained
artists and skilled craftsmen. In
this course emphasis is placed on
advertising lay-out, illustration, lettering, fashion illustration, ete.
The industrial designer is an im-

portant part of the modern era.
He must be well-trained in both
two and three dimensional design.
He presents his creative efforts
through the medium of mass production.
Those specializing in fine arts:

drawing, painting, sculpture, have

ample opportunity for self-expres-

When that became inadequate, a
building fund was started to provide permanent quarters for the

city’s art exhibits. Mrs. Julia Shaw

Carnell, a very interested contributor to the Institute, was approached for help. She offered to
match the half million dollars
which was the goal of the fundraising group. Mrs. Carnell built
the magnificent edifice which
stands on the hill where Riverview

and Forest Avenues join. It was

dedicated on January 7, 1930. The

Art Institute’s great benefactor,
Mrs. Carnell died in 1944.

Now recognized as one of the

main cultural sources of Dayton,
the Institute provides a place for
aesthetic enjoyment of all types,
not merely of the visual arts. Plays,

concerts, and classical movies are

often presented for the public in

the auditorium.

Membership entitles an individual to the privilege of borrowing
a painting of a contemporary artist

for display in his home for a
month. He may also attend the
art movies, workships, and the pre-

views of exhibitions which are
available.

It is the usual procedure of the
Institute to have one big art exhibit during the year. The one being shown at present is entitled,

sion and thorough development of
their talent.

“Flight, Fantasy, Faith, and Fact,”

Exhibitions of national and international importance offer un-

achievement in flight. The exhibit
covers the mythological and _religious aspects of man’s desire to

usual opportunities for apprecia-

and is the wordless story of man’s

as a monument to art. Daytonians

tion and inspiration to the Art In-

fly, copies of the Leonardo da

will never cease to be proud of its

stitute students. A library of more

majestic site on the hill overlooking the river and in prominent
view from the distant down-town
area.

than thirty-five hundred volumes

Vinci sketches of balloons, and the
modern examples in painting and
sculpture. It is one of the biggest
exhibitions of art in several years.

The

Institute,

in

cooperation

with U. D., offers a program which

and numerous periodicals pertaining to art is being built for the
students. It is also open to the
public at all times.

enables the student to earn one of

The Art Institute of Dayton was
founded in 1920. The first build-

several

Bachelor of

ing was located on the corner of

Fine Arts requires one hundred

Monument and St. Clair Streets.

degrees.

February, 1954

A

The University is proud to be
associated with an establishment
such as the Dayton Art Institute.

It is a pleasure to work with such
people as Miss Esther I. Seaver,

(Turn to Page 9)
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® Class had not yet started, and
I stood in line waiting to sharpen

my pencil.

PATRICA

As I stood there I

dreamt of how Hank Greenberg
had pounded a ball over the center field wall in League Park. I
felt a jab of a sharp pencil in my
back and at first I thought someone was trying to wake me from

my day dream. But when I turned around I discovered a small,
very round Irish face staring impudently at me. As we were not
allowed to talk in class, and especially not to the girls, I resum-

ed my day dreaming — I was a
good boy then.
After sharpening the pencil I
started to walk back to my desk.

Suddenly I lurched and toppled to
the floor. All the little girls were

giggling as I stumbled to my feet.

I didn’t realize it then, but when

a young boy is tripped by a young
Irish girl he is thereafter her boyfriend. This is her way of telling
me that she liked me.

ing Mass. We said hello and sometimes stopped to exchange a few

By James Martin
companion, for although I would
never admit it, I knew she was a

much better player than I. She
was rather big for her age, and
broad-shouldered. Her waist was
thick and, to tell the truth, she
was kind of fat. I received more
than one black and blue mark for

The Brothers at high school did
wonders in reforming my study

teasing her about her youthful

I have mentioned nothing of
school work. Well, frankly, I did
not believe in studying. It was
actually unnecessary when Sister
Immaculata was my teacher. She

Three years passed. By our senior year, John H. and I had become true friends. We went to the
same school, worked together at
an advertising
department, and

was convinced that boys could
never do anything wrong. Even
when another Sister would tell her

privilege of serving in three different churches — until the day that
I locked John McGilicuty in the
sacristy closet. He was found, nearsuffocated, by the Mother Superior,
or one of her agents. Thereafter

my life was completely devoted to
baseball — until Patsy tripped me,
of course.

This Irish way of courting interested me, and although I had
never thought of girls before, the

idea that Patsy, the most popular
girl in our class, had a “crush” on

me, touched my boyish vanity.
Patsy was persistent in her at-

tempt to show her puppy love; I
received phone calls from a gig-

gling girl quite often, and my
mother and sisters began to tease

me with needling regularity.

she would reply in shocked dis-

and other cultural entertainments.

boys.”

Although we were only twelve,
Patsy and I grew very fond of
each other. During the summer
we played ball together, rowed
boats on Rockerfeller Pond and
went on bicycle hikes. Sometimes
we just sat in the grass that covered miles of Shore Park, talking

about our youthful dreams, for we
lived in a dream world and had
no conception of reality. In our
childishness we vowed our love for
each other, and Patsy even spoke
of how many children we would
have when we were married.
Graduation came and_ passed,
and this young friendship passed
too. We were now grownups and

suddenly realized that this world
was real. I entered high school
and started to work regularly to

gain what my father called, “a

sense of responsibility.” My younger days were completely forgotten

tween baseball and Patsy, who had

in the fast moving, busy life of

swiftly

activities, work, and study.

the

girl of

my

dreams anda rather good baseball
Page 4

double dated regularly. Since we
both had rather pretty sisters, this

happy foursome frequented the
Pop Concerts, Out Door Theaters,

Now my time was divided bebecome

at school.

of one of my mischievous deeds
It couldn’t have been one of my

I had the happy

as far as my religious habits were
concerned. New friendships sprang
up, while old friendships faded
away. I seldom saw Patsy, for I
was now attending morning Mass

boyhood was more than just playan altar boy.

habits. They also worked miracles

plumpness.
Her Irish temper
would flare every time I called
her Fat Pat.

belief, “Oh, you must be mistaken.

was also proud of my position as

other very little, and interested
each other less.

At first I disliked this intrusion
of the opposite sex into my dream
world of baseball. Of course my
ing and talking about baseball; I

words after Mass. But our conversations were awkward and. artificial. The impetuosity and frankness of youth had vanished. She
was emotionally and socially much
older than I. We understood each

The

only time I saw Patsy was at morn-

One night after seeing “Red Mill”
at Cain Park, John stayed overnight at my house. In the morn-

ing we went to early Mass at St.

Tom’s. When the time for Communion came I saw Patsy walking
to the altar railing. I stared at her.

She had changed these three years.
She was no longer a girl, but a

beautiful young woman. John poked me, “Hey, Jim. It’s time for
Communion. This is no time to be
looking at women.”
After Mass, I introduced John
to Patrica. I should have intro-

duced myself also, for she hardly
knew me.
A little Chevie my father bought
me made it easier for me to visit
Patrica. It was not long before
our relations were much like that
of brother and sister. I believe she
must have known that I was thinking of entering the religious life,
although I never spoke of it. We

talked of many other things: school
life, religion, and even baseball.

Patrica was well-liked by all her
school mates and even more so by

young men of her age. She had
The Exponent

tremendous ability to attract and
influence others. She was almost
always in a crowd of young people, laughing and talking. Daily
Mass and Communion were musts

with her. She used to say that it
gave her strength and happiness.
It was this joyfulness and trust in
God that I admired most in her.
Often she would remind John and
me: “Have you said your rosary

yet?” And we would tease her by
telling her that saying the beads
was just for old women like herself. She would good naturedly
protest that it took only ten minutes. “And if you can't find ten
minutes for the rosary, ‘Seamus,’
you can just stop seeing me. Then
you will have the time,” she would
scold jokingly.

“Yes, you're right, Jimmy,” she
mumbled, and then fell asleep.
When we arrived at her house I
woke her and almost carried her
to the door. She shook my hand
goodnight as was her custom. But
she held my hand tight that night
and looked up at me. I think she

wanted to say something, but she
didn’t. We just stood there staring
at each other.

Suddenly she stepped back and
while holding my hand curtsied
solemnly and sang in an Irish
brogue, “Sure in

I

am_

Well, after two hours of polkas

and jitterbugging the Prom was
over. She almost fell asleep going
home. Wesaid nothing as I drove,
and I thought that she was really
asleep, until she asked softly, “Jim,
who is your favorite Saint?”
I was a little surprised at the
question and also because she called me Jim. Her usual title for me
was “Seamus,” for she knew that
I disliked the name.
“Oh. I don’t know. I’ve never
thought about it too much,” I
answered.

“St. Joe is my favorite,” she re-

plied. “He’s done wonders for me.
Come on Seamus, you must have

a favorite. Which one do you pray
to most often?”
“The Blessed Virgin.

I

guess

I'd have to call her St, Mary, but
I never do. She’s just ‘Mary’ to
me.”
February, 1954

name of Patsy mentioned.
“What did you say, Grace?” I
asked.

“Johnny’s taking me to the Fall
Social.”

thinkin’

“No. No. I thought I heard you
mention Patsy.”

I bowed low, nodded my head,
and said, “Sure in’ I’d_ better.
Goodnight, Fat . . . . I mean Pat.”

“Oh. Didn’t you know? Your old
flame has entered the convent.”

It was almost impossible

to polka in high heels so she slipped them off and proceeded to
dance rings around me. I was
never so dizzy in my life. Would
she never become tired?

Cardinal. Grace had the habit
of talking to me while doing her
homework. As she repeated all
the latest gossip I nodded in mute
recognition to everything she said,
although I heard little of it. But
I looked up when I heard the

you'd better be goin’ now Seamus.”

Patrica was always full of life,
but on the night of her Senior
Prom she was especially energetic.
Most of the music that night was
slow and dreamy, which simply
disgusted Patrica. We danced over
to the band stand and she demanded that they play an old-fashioned

polka.

Latin assignment, and I was read-

ing the absorbing pages of The

She swung, but her purse miss-

ed my head as I jumped off the
porch. “Oh. I hope Genny Green-

check gets you on your way home,”
she laughed.
As I backed out of the drive way
she stood at the door, blue silhouetted against white shadows,
and waved goodbye. That was the
last time I talked to Patrica.

Summer came and I began to
work eight hours a day at the ad-

vertising department. This period
was a kind of formation for me.
A preparation for a new life. I
spent all of my evenings and weekends with my family. I wanted to
enjoy the happiness and peace
that reigned in that wonderful
family, for I was soon to leave it
permanently.
One rainy night, early in September, Grace and I were sitting
in the living room listening to the
beautiful violins of Hugo Winterhalder. It is peculiar how youth

“Oh,” I said returning to my

book and pretending to read in an
attitude of unconcern. But a
strange excitement was forcing my
heart to beat very fast. I had acquired the habit of suppressing the
outward manifestations of my feelings, and so Grace continued to
ramble on. The lifting melody of
“Charmaigne” almost drowned out
her voice and I thought of Patrica
and her Irish smile, and how she
attracted people. I remembered
how much she loved life and how

fully she lived it . . . And I was

happy.

*€

e

e

EDUCATORS’ NOOK
(Continued from Page 15)

young girl chose this particular

teacher, and her theme ranked in
the top ten. This, among other
accomplishments bolstered _ this

teacher’s love of her profession.

The idea that you have been a

milestone in someone’s life and
helped make that life so much
more worthwhile leaves a feeling
that few of us will have thepleasure of experiencing.

It is for this

reason that I have also chosen this
field.
As for my “mystery teacher,2?

beside being a guiding light to so
many little individuals, she is, in

can divide its attention without

my estimation, by far a greater
person because, you see, she is

distraction or at least complete
choas. Grace was writing out her

also my mother.
—RussELL Moore.
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One of Mexico’s Prides and Joys
By Irmi Rauch

@ The remote pueblo of Amecameca in Mexico seems an odd

place for a genius to be born, not
only back in 1651, but even at the
present time, because it is actually
a part of the backwoods of Mexico.
Nevertheless, in this setting Fanchon Royer opens the life story

(written for the first time in English) of the immortal woman, Juana de Asbaje y Ramirez (Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz), who is the
national pride of Mexico and of

all the Spanish-speaking world.

Young Juana wastes little time
in evincing her genius. At three
she cleverly devises a plan in
which she manages to deceive her
mother, Dona Isabel, and the village teacher so that she might
learn how to read. The inquisitive
Juana further surprises her mother
when, only four or five years later,
she asks Dona Isabel if she can
attend the recently-founded University of Mexico. Of course, to
Dona Isabel this request is absurd.
First of all, Juana is just seven, and
secondly, only men are eligible to
enroll at the University.
Dona Isabel, although she herself does not know how to write,
seems to have a lot of patience and
understanding for Juana’s insatiable desire to study, for two years
later Juana finally reaches the Imperial City. Here she lives in the
home of her uncle and aunt; however, she does not attend the University. As previously, Juana com-

pensates for her lack of formal
education by being her own teacher.
Her interests are endless; they
include all the humanities. Since
intellectuals are rather scarce in

young Mexico City, Juana is soon
discovered by the small circle of
scholars there. This group consists

of people who represent the few

center of attraction for the group
is their ruler, who welcomes them
into his illustrious palace.

In 1664 the capital opens its
gates to its new viceroy,

young

Antonio Sebastian de Toledo, Mar-

ques de Mancera, and his Marquesa, Dona Leonor Carreto. Soon
Juana is invited into this dazzling
court, and her visit with the Mar-

ques and Marquesa lasts for over
three years. Under the patronage
of the loving Dona Leonor, Juana

writes some of her most delightful
poems. (Fanchon Royer supplements the biography with a collection of Juana’s poems.
)
Juana ends her magnificant
court life by considering the advice of her Jesuit counselor, Padre
Antonio Nunez de Mirando. So
she joins the religious order of San
Jeronimo, and in 1669 she receives
the habit of a Jeronymite nun.

in the Convent of San Jeronimo,

and she certainly reads religious
books since her library includes so
many. She must think much about

God and eternity, because many of
her poems are of such thoughts.
And Sor Juana even dares to dispute the sermon of a renowned
Jesuit, Padre Antonio Vieira. She
writes her monumental answer to
this sermon in the form ofaletter,
which is known and will always
be known as “La Carta Atenagor2?

The letter receives a big applause from Sor Juana’s critics.
But at this same time other comments from the same critics cast a
shadow over the creative nun by
suggesting to her that she is too
worldly.
They recognize her
seemingly limitless talents, but

they imply that she devotes excessive time to writing her occasional
This, however, does not end her
distinguished life and her contact
with the outside world, for the
same court society follows Sor Juana into the Convent. This does
not mean that the nobility join
the convent, but that they hold
their intellectual discussions in Sor

verses

and to

studying

topics

which are not exactly concerned
with religion.
She

considers

these criticisms

which hurt her deeply, and she
re-examines

the motivations

and

Juana’s company. The nobility also

convictions of her whole life. As a
result in 1691 Sor Juana writes her
self-revelation, La Respuesta, in

come to fiestas held in the convent,

which she humbly justifies her

and they have the habit of par-

unique life. For a while she con-

ticipating in evening Vespers. All

tinues to write, but not for long

this may seem out of place for

because soon famine invades Mexico. Sor Juana sells her library for
(Turn to Page 21)

cultured in the city. As is typical

convent life, but Sor Juana is living in another time.

Page 6

But is Sor Juana really a nun,
that is, does she carry out the duties of a religious? Exactly this kind
of inference is the one which
brings about the so-called crisis
in Sor Juana’s life. She attends the
religious ceremonies and devotions

1Ca.

in the seventeenth century,

the

For many of the fiestas Sor Juana writes songs, and she is continually composing poems for all
sorts of celebrations and occasions.
She teaches herself to play several
musical instruments, and she continues her studies in mathematics
and physics. Despite all her distractions, Sor Juana still reads extensively. It is believed that she
has the largest library in Mexico
and even in the New World at
this time.
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Education Abroad
By W. J. Steiner

e@ A University of Dayton student desiring to register for a year
at the University of Rome would
find conditions much different than
at home. There is no Registrar as
such; instead there is a Secretary
of each Faculty and a special Secretary for Foreign Students. These
offices are open only in the morning and are unable to offer much in the way of real assistance. There
is no Miss Tuite here or even anyone as helpful as the Deans.
It is first necessary to determine
what courses are going to be offered which would fit into your program. This is not an easy thing
to do because the catalog which
lists the courses is published only
several weeks after classes have
begun. However, from time to
time notices appear on the bulletin
boards of the various Faculties
stating which course is to be
taught by a specific Professor. Usually the hour of the class meeting is given but never the number of the classroom. This information is obtained from one of
the many “ushers” or “janitors” in
each building and only after a tip
of ten or fifteen lire is offered.

generally not attended.

At the

end of the year, or sometime in

the future, arrangements can be
made

to take

the

examination.

Many of these, but not all, are
little more than formality.
Classes are determined somewhat along these lines. Suppose
Mr. Beauregard decided to teach
his course in Ancient History this

year. The student would not know
until the course began whether

the lectures for this year would
deal with the pyramids of Egypt
or with Nero's fiddle. At any rate
it would not be a course covering
the ancient period of History. Or
assume that Brother Rose were to

offer his course in Ohio Government. This year his lectures might
consist of the description of a

typical day in the Governor's of-

occupies an area of its own and

other Faculties are located in other
parts of Rome. The buildings are
all very impressive with visible
signs of the modern effort to harken back to the greatness of early
Rome.

Campus life as it is known in
Dayton does not exist here. During the day there are small groups

be possible here in a year. Yet for
those
fice. In this case it would b
much better to leam Ohio Government from Brother Rose’s book
rather from than his lectures. Each
Professor teaches only his one

course and apparently determines
for himself just what it will be.

chased for a small sum and when

Under such circumstances it is
always necessary to make several

a particular Professor is an uninteresting lecturer his classes are

istration
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chology, etc. The Medical center

The net result of this system is
that in three months the student
in the United States can accomplish as much or more than would

and within a very short time the

tary. The Prof’s notes can be pur-

to studies in particular fields —
Philosophy and Letters, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Psy-

tests in American universities.

classes begin before December 1

Probably the most appealing

What is known as the “University City” of Rome occupies an
area about twice the size of the
Dayton campus. The many large
buildings in this area are devoted

ably be correct to say that concerts
occupy the place of athletic con-

direction can be started. Very few

feature of the system is that attendance at class is entirely volun-

patience.

of students standing in various
places just outside the buildings.
Usually one student is holding
forth with some sort of a discussion and the others join in from
time to time. There are numerous
cultural activities. It would prob-

There seems to be no particular
time for registration and when this
is scheduled to begin on November 10 it will be at least ten days
later before any activity in this

Christmas recess begins. There
will be a final examination in each
course but this may be put off
almost indefinitely.

There are always lines of students
waiting outside each door but
hardly anyone expects to accomplish anything in a single visit.
Even the Secretary for Foreign
Students is of little assistance. It
is thus well for a foreigner to have
a grim determination to register at
the University and to combine this
with an excessive amount of

visits to the University before Regcan

be

accomplished.

who

are

determined

to

undertake such a project and find
that the major difficulty is one of
language, there is a reasonable

solution. At the University for
Foreigners

located

at

Perugia,

Italy, a three-month course in the
Italian language is offered. The
course is designed to give the student a speaking knowledge of the

language, regardless of previous

language study. It has been tried

by students of many nationalities
and found successful.
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Border Incident
By Marian E. Barrett

(A Short Story Based on Actual Experience of the Author)

@ It was a cold, clear day in

December, 1951, just a few days
before Christmas. As the Orient

Express was pulling out of the
Zurich railway station I settled

myself in the seat I had reserved

by the window. I looked about
me;all of the six seats were filled

except one. In the opposite seat
was a portly old Swiss couple. The
old gentleman was arrayed in the
short pants called lederhosen, a

green jacket and_ brush-adorned
hat, all typical attire of the mountain climbers of this part of Switzerland. Beside me sat a French
couple, very much concerned with
each other and completely oblivious to their surroundings.
As is often the disposition of an
American traveling in an unfamiliar country, I wandered out
into the aisle of the train, trying

to see if I could come upon any

“Where are you going?”

“Look, Pll bring you out a bottle
of beer, if you like; my purse here
is pretty big.”

land. and it’s up at bed check to-

night.”

“You'll make it,” I reassured him.
“This train is due at twenty-two
hundred, and it seems to be on

schedule.”

“When are we due at the border?”

“T think we're supposed to pull
into Salzburg around eighteen-

thirtv, and that should put us at

the Russian check point about an
hour or so later.”
“Are we Uncle Sam’s only children on this train?”

“As far as I know: haven’t seen
any others. so I guess we're the

snow-tipped trees speed by the

border-pass,

and

Russian

countryman somewhere.
Ahead of me stood a Corporal’s
uniform, topped by G.I.-clipped,
red hair. I knew by the fit, the
cut, and the press of the uniform
that it was one of ours.

“Hello,” said the tall one who
turned out to be Jim McDowd.

How nice it was to hear such a
voice

in

tongues.
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this

heterogeneity

of

“Well, Pll see you latermaybe.”

“Vienna, too, I’m stationed there.
T had a week’s leave in Switzer-

of my stomach. After all, this train

grey

“Neither, ’m busted after that
leave.”

you?”

only two.”

translation were in order, how was
I to know whether or not the Russian inspector might find a comma
that displeased the star and sickle?
Certainly there must be a fellow-

“Do you have first or second
sitting for dinner, Corporal?”

“Yeah,” he grinned, “havea little
drink for me.”

“To Vienna,” I replied, “And

other Americans, who might in
some way subtract a little from
that half-excited, half-frightened
feeling I was aware of in the pit
was taking me through the Russian
zone of Austria, and although I
was certain that my passport,

“Well, anyway, I’m glad there’s

at least two of us,” I reassured myself aloud.

“No, I wouldn’t want Joe’s boys
to have any excuse to write me u

in the Pravda. The way they blow

things up, one beer and_ they‘d
have me drunk. But thanks anyway.”

I went back to my seat, to pass
the time until dinner. I felt a little

better now. Vienna is supposed to
be a beautiful place, where music
and wine still flow freely even
though the war has stripped it of

many treasures.

Next to being

home, this should be a fine, snowy
place to stay.
The sudden cling-clang of the
dinner bell brought me back suddenly. The young French couple
were still deeply engrossed in

We both turned to watch the

quiet, sweet conversation; but the

window. The Alps were not so
high now, but rather white, rolling hills. The snow on_ the
branches of the trees looked like

old Swiss couple were shelling
hard-boiled eggs into papers carefully spread on their laps. This,
along with bread, butter, and fruit,
would probably be their dinner.

many fluffy piles of cream whip
that you find at the county fairs
back home.

Back home — everyone is probably rushing around now, getting
last minute shopping done.
We must have been thinking
similar thoughts, for the Corporal
said to me, “These hills sort of
remind me of Pennsylvania near
home, except there’s no billboards

on ’em.”
“Yes, they do, don’t they, but

don’t you wish this train ended up

in New York instead of Istanbul?”

“That’s for sure.”

These people had the right idea;
their tasche was full of many
things to eat, in addition to the
usual assortment of parcels and
personal effects. Certainly this was

a much less expensive plan for
travel. My stomach warned me
that it could not further be ignored.
When I reached the dining car,
I was placed at a small table near

the window. In Europe it is impossible to order just a sandwich
at dinner time on a train. Either

you eat the entire meal, or you
don’t eat at all.

hungry.

However, I was
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We were halfway through the

saw the puzzled, frightened look

main course when an anxious-faced conductor quietly warned us
that we were approaching the Rus-

upon his face. I heard him saying,
“But all I said was “Merry Christ-

sian check-point. Each person was
to remain in whatever car he was

in. There was a murmur of excitement — or was it apprehension? I dug out my passport, grey
border-pass, and the Russian translation; I looked through them
again; yes, all was in order. I laid

them on the table so that they
could be conveniently picked up
by the Russian soldier. We continued with dinner.
In a moment the door burst
open and we were confronted by
what can only be described as “a
cocky, little Sergeant.” He didnt
walk, he strutted down the aisle.
This was a proud representative of
the country that wanted to “protect” the world. He was short,
squarely built, had light brown
hair, and thick features. He look-

ed to be about twenty-one years

old. His uniform was of coarselywoven, thick, grey-green wool. He
wore knee boots and heavy soled
shoes. As my eyes reached his

head I was surprised to see his

Russian turban tipped jauntily to
one side, and the star and sickle
adorning it, gleaming with red
sequins!

Eventually he approached my
table. He put out his hand. I
hastily recovered the credentials
from the table and placed them
in his hand.

mas.” The
uncomprehending
guards walked on.
Immediately the situation was

fearful and yet somehow funny.
Why should he be taken away for
such a remark as that, or was that
all he had said? Regardless, Corp-

oral McDowd had dissappeared

into the Russian zone; I was the

only one who knew of his disappearance. Yet whom could I

report it toP I was alone. The
train sped on unconcernedly.
We were two hours from Vienna.

The only thing I could do was to
wait. Time inched by. What was

happening to Corporal McDowd?

I kept wondering.

but a beautiful jeep with two
white-topped M.P.’s, an answer

to my prayer. Briefly I told my
story. I was taken into the M. P.
station so that a formal report
could be made.
I was taken to the Bristol Hotel

I

was lucky to get an accommoda-

tion at the Bristol, for this was a
L

“Ah, American.” he grimaced.

occupation forces have an M. P.
stand here; the tours of the city all
leave from here; one of the American clubs is located here; the
largest and most complete mag-

azine and Stars and Stripes newsstand is here
—yes, it is the hum-

ming hub of American activity.
About noon

the

next

day

stopped at the newsstand.

I

Cer-

tainly the Stars and Stripes would

have the end of the story. You can
imagine my surprise when I turned to see Corporal McDowd with
an armload of Stars and Stripes.

He grinned, “Well, I wouldn’t

want it to happen again, but this

is something I just gotta send back

to the folks.”

At last the lights of Vienna appeared. I scrambled out as the
train came to a halt. After turning my ticket in at the gate, I looked for the R. T.O.—or anything
American. Nothing was here. I
headed for a taxi, and what should
I see in front of the railway station

in style—that is, Army style.

lovely hotel in the center of the
International Zone. The American

He pointed to an

item which read:

American Soldier Held

by Russians

Vienna, Monday 24 December—

Corporal James McDowd was held

and interrogated by the Russians

for three hours last night, at the

-Innesbruck,

Russian

checkpoint.

The Russians took him off the
Orient Express, accusing him of
making a “derogatory statement.”
It wasn’t until an interpreter finally arrived, that McDowd was able
to convince the Russians that all
he had said was “Merry Christ-

mas.” It was a sheepishly smiling,

red-faced group of Russians who
saw to it that Corporal McDowd
was given military escort to Vienna, and to the American authorities.

I said not a word. He passed
on. The tension had passed; every
one resumed dinner.

HOUSE OF CULTURE
(Continued from Page 3)

As I was finishing my dessert, I

glanced out the window, and saw
the train was about to proceed on
its way. What should appear be-

director of the Institute and Mr.
Edward R. Burroughs, Dean, and
associate professor of art at U. D.
The forty-two students who represent the University at the Art Mu-

fore my shocked eyes but my
friend the Corporal, being led

away by two Russian soldiers. He
looked incredulous. I jumped up

seum enjoy the privilege of study-

excitedly and ran out to the car
platform. What made me think I
could stop them? At this moment

ing under the guidance of nationally acclaimed artists.

the train began to pull out of the

institutions of learning cannot help

station.

Surely the union of two such
but satisfy man’s unending search

I managed to slam the

windown down, and as I did so I
February, 1954
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for truth, goodness, and beauty.
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My Hour of Decision

again.

But there was a distinct

disadvantage in leaving Germany.
I had already completed two years
of college and all I needed was

By Alic G. Soikis

two more in order to obtain a degree.

@ There are moments in our
lives when we must make decisions which will change our whole
way of living. These decisions may
even change the traditions we have
followed and clung to since our
birth, and suddenly we find that
our entire life is changed. It is
easy to look around and predict
what we are going to do, or look
back and decide what we should
have done, but when the moment
of decision arrives we are usually
undecided what to do.

high school, and I completed my
high school education, while we
were waiting for the rest of the
world to decide what was to happen to us. Upon my graduation
I entered a German University at
Karlsruhe. The world of science
opened its gates to me. It did not
take long to discover that this was
to be my life's work. The big
chance I was waiting for, to have
a personality of my own, not just
to be another one in the crowd of
nameless creatures.

About three years ago I had to
face a problem that was of great
importance to the future of my
family and to me. This decision
entailed the sacrificing of all my
immediate hopes and dreams of
the future.

The turning point in my life
came when I received a letter

The question was should I

stay to reach my vocational goal,
or should I go to the States and
start a new life all over again. If

I stayed in Germany I could get
my degree, but there was no work
available for foreigners, because
West Germany had its own
troubles. Every day refugees from
the Eastern Sector of Germany
were seeking protection in the
Western Zone.

It was impossible

to find employment for all these
people. Russian forces were a dark
threat to this land, and there was

no power to resist in case of a new
attack.

I finally made up my mind to

from my aunt. She had been living
in the U.S.A. for the past twenty

come to the United States. This
decision was not only for my own

years. We had heard nothing from
her since the war broke out. She
wrote us that she knew of the

ing myself I would be able in fu-

sake and my family’s, but by helpture years to help other people
obtain the freedom that
about to have.

We were in Germany where
hundreds of refugee camps were
scattered all over the western part
of the country. Thousands of people who had lost their homes and
countries as a consequence of
World War II, were placed together, having less hopes, if any,
for a brighter future than we had.

I

was

With God’s approval and help I
will be able to finish my career

and take my place beside the people who have made this country
great. The decision was made and
I know now that the fulfillment of
my dreams for my future career
and my happiness can be realized
in the land of freedom.

My country, as many others, was

captured by Asiatic Red hordes
who were trying to conquer and
destroy Europe in the greatest invasion from the East since Genghis-Khan. The free Latvian Republic was now one of seventeen Russian states. I, with my parents,
escaped to Germany before the invasion war was over.

The rest of

our relatives were forced on to
the road of slavery. Most of them
were sent to concentration camps

in Siberia, a place from which
there was no return.

helplessness of our situation and
that the American people were in
sympathy with our cause. She
stated that if we were interested
she would help us make the United States our new home. She said:
“You could heal and forget the
wounds you have suffered from
the war, and you can make a new
start in a land of liberty and
peace.” Upon receiving this letter
my parents were happy and thankful, but the final decision was up
to me. I was well aware of the

The United States Army protected us and helped us satisfy our

opportunities that this magnificent

needs. It was there a new Insti-

to come there would be a chance
to earn back what we had lost in
Latvia. What is more, we would
have the feeling of being free

tution was born, the International
Refugee Organization.

The camp

that I was in opened a national
Page 10

country had to offer. In the years

BOOKS
@ Lent is right at hand and during this holy season we could use
a book of readings dealing with
events in the Life of our Blessed
Lord. Here is the book that you
are looking for: Whom My Soul
Loveth, by Father Benedict Ballou, Franciscan, and published by
the St. Anthony Guild Press of
Paterson, N. J. Twelve events in
the Life of Christ are discussed

from the angles of adoration, petition, reparation, and thanksgiving,
quite a soul-satisfying approach to
the

subject.

The

book

has

a

warmth of appeal anda strong
sense

of

devotion

that

is

most

gratifying.
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True Ideals in Marriage

books plays, works of art.

and wives who, by fulfilling their
vocation in marriage, help each
other to win a crown of everlasting
glory? For it is true that married
partners are called to sanctify each
other, to bring each other to heaven, through prayer, acts of loving
service to each other, and good
example of high moral living.

By Rita Kinsella

ties; they are already fixed by the
law of nature and the law of God.
Marriage may be _ approached
under the influence of various mo-

tives, some better than others; but
once accepted it must be taken as

it stands. And as it stands, its primary end is the begetting of new
members of Christ and their formation in Christ for heaven, and
that end must never be frustrated

by unlawful means.

Many feel that marriage life is
a sin—this is wrong unless you

woman and bade them to project
their love in the generation and
formation of children. This is the
family. It is you and I and Mom
and Dad. In the hearts of its members there is a God-given instinct
to mutual cooperation, understanding and love.

Marriage is a challenging vocation — and what do I mean by this?

The dictionary tells us that a vocation is “any occupation for which
one qualifies himself or to which
one devotes one’s time.” God wants
some men and some women devoting their time and effort to building families and homes just as truly as He wants others to be priests
and religious workers to save souls.
God wishes all men to achieve
sanctity which simply means
getting to heaven by loving and
serving Him, and our
neighbors for His sake.
Most men and women
accomplish that best
through marriage. The
loving
companionship
and mutual self-sacrifice
that binds couples in
marriage are oftentimes
the strongest natural
helps possible to win
heaven.
We

Americans

who

glorify as heroes mili- —
tary leaders that lead
men into

victory over

forces of evil like Communism—why don’t we

glorify as heroes the
parents who lead children to eternal victory
over Satan’s hordes? We

make it so. There is a feeling in
some that marriage merely gives a

so eagerly praise men

license to do something which is

operate to produce great
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divide it into nations, and then as
an after thought, sort out groups
into families. God created man and

and

women

who_

co-

Family Communion, family rosary, the Sacred Heart in the home
—these are the ties that keep a
family together. These are the

means that make a husband and
wife grow in the knowledge that
marriage is something holy. Remember — “A family that prays

together, stays together.”

YN

terms and its purposes are not determined by the contracting par-

people it with men and women,

Z

It takes three to make a happy
marriage, a man, a woman and
God. There are certain special
features in Christian marriage. It
is a contract, and that contract is
a sacrament of which the man and
the woman are the ministers. But
unlike many other contracts, its

God’s plan began with the family. He did not build the world,

Marriage means the stable, permanent union of body and soul
that a husband and wife pledge
themselves to fulfill in the sight of
God. To all husbands and wives
truly in love it means “one man
and one woman until death do
them part.”

“hy

What really happens in a true
Christian marriage is that a man
and a woman, abandoning their
own individual lives, give themselves completely to one another
“as Christ loved the Church and
delivered himself up for it,” and
together form one new unit, living one new life. They are not
only two in flesh, they are two in
one life.

really unlawful and indecent,a toleration of a necessary evil, a mere
concession to fallen nature and human weakness. Sucha feeling is
completely wrong.

MMOS,

@ It is clear that Christian marriage is a union of love, both natural and supernatural. It would be
highly imprudent to assume that
the sacramental power may be
properly invoked in advance, to
make a success of a union that is
doomed to failure from its very
conception by a lack of any degree
of that mutual love which moves
a man and a woman to give themselves completely to one another.
Let it not be thought that marriage is a mere physical union.

Why

don’t we eagerly praise husbands

Efbyie
Edited by Elizabeth McAdam

So Roses Fade
And why should I not love you, let me say
That surface charm is like a lily blown
On waters, all revealed; but we delay

And magic beauty from the depths is shown
To have a constancy which Pyramus
And Thisbe knew. Such joy desired;
The sensory appetites will bring to us
Illusive bliss, gay carnival inspired.
Those sighs that coming age may not renew
Are less than purer ties the spirit knows;
And such may sometimes not withstand the rue
That cares will bring to love that stronger grows
When bound in strength of infinite reward
That none but Death can sever with his sword.
—ELIZABETH McADAM.

Winter Gift
Each snow petal falls quietly
To make the white velvet lawn
Gleam in the brightness of day.
Each snow leaf descends
To make the wedding dress
Sparkle in the moonlight of night.
The grime of man is hidden
Under the rug of God’s pure snow,
And covered by His winter gift.
—CERESE PAPE.

The Test
Who answers yes to all my words,
Does not offend,
But he who points out my mistakes,

Is more my friend.

Seaward

—ROBERT J. MCAULIFFE.

Soft splash of tidal surf,
Wails of distant, howling dogs,

Faint light of a gray, sad moon,
All haunt me as I stand alone.
The quay is bare, the sails are down,
No one is there to share the spray
But wind, fresh from the sea,
Touching harsh across my brow.
Swirling tendrils, evening fog,
Wrap damp fingers ’round me close,
While far above the lonesome cry
Of gulls late-flying home.
The path is short to where the sea
Folds its arms around my waist,
And calms my tortured mind.

The Brandenburg Gate
Magnificent monument
Appearing almost to have a background
Of a royal red curtain
For too quickly we forget
Diabolical divider
Standing, it seems, for an eternity
And harboring gory pools
Always to be remembered
—IRMI RAUCH.

—RoBERT F. Woop.

Is There a Ben Franklin in the House?
2

e

e

The American Catharsis
If you would only once be fair

And test its pleasing flavor,
You soon would learn a love for air,

And seek its healing laver.
You would not makealittle hell
Of every room you enter,
I rather think you’d air it well,
And spare your tender scenter.
—Rosert J. McAULIFFE.
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A dreaded terror and a perfect bore,
Is the quoter of mottoes by the score.

When he’s begun, it always seems
That he speaks proverbs by the reams
And volumes, bushels and pecks,

(The poor sad listeners are reduced to wrecks.)
That wouldn’t be bad... but that isn’t all:
He expects us to come at the sound of his call
To listen to him talk ’til he grows hoarse!
Psst! Hey, buddy, will we let him use force?
I’ve hatched a plan that’s even violencer
(Under my coat is a Maxim siolencer).
—Rocer H. KEITH.
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George Sautayana - Poet
By Donald Bradley
@ Although the name of George Santayana has

Following this couplet are four lines of metaphorical

been coupled with works of philosophy and English

description sketching youth’s escape from despair,
and then —

prose, his fame as a poet has suffered. The following

is an attempted analysis and criticism of four of his
not so widely known sonnets.

A general definition of poetry could be formulated as
The imaginative expression of the beautiful
in words that arouse a noble emotion.
In reading and studying the poetry of Santayana, I
have attempted to revamp this definition into one
that would fit his poetry as it impressed me. The

Till from that summer’s trance we wake, to find
Despair before us, vanity behind.
Thus ends the sonnet. The author implies that
youth is a state of unreality, and that the only true

medium of reality is despair, which comes on us as
assuredly as age.
From the point of view of form, the poem is

well constructed. The thought-content is logical and,
to a certain extent, beautiful except for the deaden-

poetry of George Santayana is the metaphysical im-

ing ending, which whisks away any imaginary cob-

plication of Beauty couched in words that suggest
a pessimistic outlook on life.

webs from the reader’s mind concerning the meaning of the imagery.

This definition can be analyzed in the following
way; first, the phrase, “metaphysical implication,” is

Heart,” the title itself suggests the device ofimagery

In the poem “After Gray Vigils, Sunshine in the

considered. This idea is most appropriate for the

the poet uses in the first eight lines, that is, contrast.

expression that Santayana gives to the thoughtcontent of his sonnets. He seems to give his poetry

trasted with food and drink to set up the preliminar-

the philosophical touch, not expressly, by speaking
of causality, finality, and being, as such, but by gentle

implication. This is especially noticeable in his choice
metaphors, which are usually found in the octet of
his sonnets; while in the sestet, or conclusion, the

moral he draws implies a philosophical attitude toward virtue or vice, and this, in a special relation to
Beauty (God), as the Final End. An example of
this would be found in, “O World, Thou Choosest

not the Better Part.”

Sense images, such as fasting and thirst, are con-

ies for the paradoxical verse, “Joy of my sorrow, never
can we part;”. The author states further, “He who

hath made thee perfect, makes me blest.”
The last three verses are mentioned here below
to illustrate the author’s negative expression.
Heaven it is to be at peace with things;

Come chaos now, and in a whirlwind’s rings
Engulf the planets. I have seen the best.
(Turn to Page 22)

Our knowledge is a torch of smoky pine
That lights the pathway but one step ahead
Across a void of mystery and dread.
Bid, then, the tender light of faith to shine

By which alone the mortal heart is led
Unto the thinking of the thought divine.
Santayana’s pessimistic quality is best exemplified in, “As In The Midst of Battle There Is Born.”

The theme of this poem revolves about the fact that
during youth there are many shields and curbs to

the ever impending sense of despair. The first six
verses portray in sharp metaphorical language a con-

trasting picture of love and sin; life and death. The
next two verses are transitional in character, but

important in showing the pessimistic tone.
So in this great disaster of our birth
We can be happy, and forget our doom.
February, 1954

Illustration by Ned Ostendorf
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Brevitied...
SELECTIVE READING
@ At last on the literary hor-

izon, there has appeared an excellent, informative book, worthy of
interpretative reading by the least
ardent “book-worm.” After reading a treatise of this nature, one
usually marvels — moreextensively

— at the many, many wonders of
the modern world. It is very difficult to realize that even in this
informative age — this highly enlightened environment —this realm
of literary and educative saturation
— there are still many homes without some variation of this book.
My beautiful wife and I have
enjoyed immensely a revised edition of this book and heartily have
recommended it to our numerous
friends. Ever concerned about
additional possibilities to promote

more enjoyable home relationships,
we have scanned its contents in-

terpretatively — hoping to transfer
from the pages a stronger foundation for a richer spiritual, social
and intellectual life. Some phases

7

abundantly with instability and

fear to illustrate the trials and tribulations which seem impossible to

have ever happened to an apparent expert of twenty years of marital bliss; however, it seems to me
that many of our presently existing
“isms” have been transferred neg-

atively from out of the great, dark
abyss of ignorance and unfamil-

iarity, and have done more inadvertent harm than mere lack of experiences.

To facilitate the readers’ swift-

ness of absorbing the contents of
the book is the unique placement

of explicit directions. These instructions describe the integral
steps of each process so adequately that our individual inherent
urges to excell in performance are

the “order of the day.”
By now you are wondering what
could possibly be the name of such
a book — abundant with positive
instruction, controversial inherent
transfers, and universal behavioristic appeals. Having been design-

once more, your pen will continue

the output of great literary works
at the prolific pace so characteris-

tic of the great literature of past
ages. That you maintain your vigorous momentum is very important

in these days of the dime novels
and cheap, licentious, and_salacious “literature” which are the
steady diet of the poor public. A

work like yours is really a refreshing change, a breath of fresh air,

which the reading public so badly
needs. It goes without saying that
we are in the foreground of the
literature-hungry masses in their
clamor for the master’s work.
We agree with you that those

in the field of education certainly
deserve a great deal of credit;
theirs is a noble pursuit —a life
of service to humanity, a fountainhead of enlightenment for hap-

less, futile gropings in the quest of
the sacred truth, a guide to a bet-

ter way of life. We are happy to
say that we, too, are members of
the group that looks with esteem
on teachers as the most noble servants of God’s flock.

in the revised edition are slightly

ed basically to endure a life time

controversial to those of earlier
editions which possibly lacked the
benefits of competent medical au-

cepted) this publication promotes

Getting back to the mundane

acquiring the maximum amount of

things of life (ah, but whata let-

thorities’ experiments. Annoyed,
puzzled, and bewildered by the

pleasure and enjoyment between
husband and wife with due con-

vastness of this dynamic force, we

sideration of their environmental
limitations.

down it is — like playing with the
angels one moment and then descending to guttersnipe playmates

have consulted the family physician for a technical interpretation
of the book. This young learned
man has commented to the extent

that any extraction or denial of
enjoyment or satisfaction from the
home-life may serve as a trouble

(modifications and revisions

ex-

Purely and simply — this book is
entitled How to Cook.
—RicuHarp G. MAHAFFEY.
*

#

€

REJECTION SLIP

signal for either party of the marital contract (or perhaps both).

@ This is to confirm receipt of

As a preliminary measure prior

your weighty and valuable manu-

to marriage, my wife had discussed the contents of this book at

care, we must report that it was

length with her mother who offer-

most gratifying from all view-

ed her advice and sympathy for
her daughter’s ensuing ordeal.

points — literary, artistic, ethical,

script. Having read it with great

moral, and so forth. Such a splen-

the next), we would like to express
our appreciation for your interest
and information.
cause deadlines

However, beare breathing

right down our throats (we can
feel the hot air of the fire-spewing
serpent searing our throats right

now), we must bring to a hasty
close this puerile literary attempt

somewhere in the developmental

stage. Knowing that you are a
firm believer in the old proverb
“A try is better than none” or “A

half pie is better than none”
(which, paraphrased, will read “A

did literary work could have come

heart, this mother relates one of

only from the master’s pen. We

half is better than none,) we beseech you to pardon our impu-

her

know that, having been activated

(Turn to Page 25)
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Educator Yook
Jan Stetson, Editor
Education Students are invited to contribute to the “Nook.”

@® It is sometimes said that
teachers actually teach not so
much as they were taught to teach;
they teach as they were taught.
We agree that the personal example of our former teachers carries great influence in our own formation as teachers.
Stressing the theme of profitable
encounters with teachers, we received a number of thoughtful reactions from our education students. Perhaps the two which
prove to be most noteworthy are

so much better just by her attentive listening and occasional words
of assurance. Several times when
we tried to express our appreciation, she accepted our words in
a way that made us realize she
was hardly conscious of deserving
our praise and appreciation. It
was an experience to witness her
humility. °
I am sure that such selflessness
is found in many teachers of today, and it must be found to some
extent in any teacher. The whole

the ones submitted by two ele-

process of education calls for in-

mentary education majors. They
are Margie Mott, a graduate of
Julienne High School, and Russell
Moore, a graduate of Fairview
High School. Their written reflections follow.

dividual sacrifice and unselfishness

SELFLESSNESS IN A TEACHER

@ Thinking back over my school
years I recall the many different
traits which stood out in the men
and women who taught me. It
seems to me that if the various
qualities of patience, understanding, enthusiasm, and generosity, to
name a few, were summed up into

in dealing with one’s fellow beings.
This generosity is not always

easy and sometimes goes unrewarded. I do think, however, that
any teacher who through his selflessness_ contributes
completely
and constantly to the devolpment
and education of the minds of oth-

ers, will gain a fulfillment of his
ideals, coupled with tremendous
personal satisfaction and great

peace of mind.
Makcie Morr.

one, they would spell the world
“selflessness.”
Perhaps the idea of selflessness
stands out in my mind because my

favorite teacher was a perfect example of complete disregard of
self for the good of her students.
Though she was not always in
good health, and must have been
in discomfort many times, she
never failed to give wholeheartedly of her help and understanding,
not being satisfied until our minds

x

*

@ The person I chose to intergave me

quite

a

surprise

when I discovered her reasons for
embarking on her teaching career.
Although I have known her well

for several years, I had never ventured to question her about her
job.
I first asked what made_ her
choose teaching. Her reply was

were at ease.

that at the time of her youth there

She aided us not only in our
school work but in personal mat-

were only about three major fields
a young lady could enter and be

ters as well. I have often wondered

proper. These were nursing, sec-

how she was able to listen to our

retarial work, and teaching. Since
she disliked secretarial work, and

problems and always make us feel
February, 1954

Prior to this time, her older sister had entered the same field and
told her of the many interesting

experiences she had encountered.
Being sold on the idea, she entered college and received her Bachelor’s degree in education. Since

then she has taught for twentyeight years.
In those years she has seen and
learned many things. She says, “It
is one in a hundred who can enter

into a more or less compulsory
field and find that it was meant
for him.”
I

asked her what made the

teaching profession so enjoyable
for her.| She replied that is was
a number of small, yet great
things. First, there was the feeling of accomplishment as you
watched your little family progress
day by day, knowing that you played the major part in the drama.
Secondly, there was the realization of helping to solve children’s

problems, which to them at the
time meant life or death.

=

MY MYSTERY TEACHER
view

didn’t have the stomach for nursing, she chose the only field left
—
that of teaching.

She taught in a section where
the children had very little home

life, where homes were broken up

by drunken fathers and by family

quarrels. It was into these broken
lives that she tried to give some
moral support.
She constantly
strove to raise the ideals of her
students.

Former

students

have

often returned and told her what

a great help and guide she was to
them.

A few years back there was a
contest for children in essay writ-

ing. The theme was “The Teacher
Who Did the Most for Me.” A

(Turn to Page 5)
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Lditerial Comment....

WELCOME
© To those steady students who have survived
final exams and are returning for another semester,
we say “Welcome!”

Some of you will be graduating in June, others
are not so fortunate. Seniors will have noted a
change, both in the campus and in themselves, since

their first semester here; they have learned many
things, many of them not included in the curricula,
during their seven semesters.
Some of you are new on campus. To you we
would offer this advice:

The decision we make in Indo-China, like so
many facets of our foreign policy under the present
administration, depends upon what action the Commies take. But in any case, the Western world is
slowly being driven out of Asia.
The loss of Asia is hurting the cause for democracy in other parts of the world. It is obvious
what the defeat of the French in Indo-China does in
France. The French Commie position is strengthened

immeasurably, with the possibility that the present
shaky governmental structure will fall to a Commie
coalition, and we will have lost all of central Europe,

from the steppes to the Channel.

You are allowed three cuts, except that we don't

have a cut system here. Remember, three
cuts.

TO BEAN OR NOT TO BEAN
HERE WE GO AGAIN
@ The current troubles of the French with the
Commies in Indo-China follow a pattern that is all
too familiar to any historians that may be around.

The First and Second World Wars, and the late
unlamented Korean “police action” all started with
the lending of United States military equipment to
overseas allies. Then technicians were imported to
help operate the equipment. Small combat units
were introduced to support sagging foreign units, and
finally our forces were committed in a full scale
action.

In Indo-China, we have already given the French

@ The present fuss over the frozen bean that
goes into the making of the most famous product of
the cafeteria, has been largely confined to the savants resident in Washington. We have always suspected they would call an investigation of any more
obscure acts. They have borne out this contention
very nicely.
While the common consumers stay away from
the steaming cup in droves, in sure knowledge that
after a while the price will come tumbling down, our
noble legislators run frenziedly around shouting con-

spiracy on the part of the poor Brazilian workers, as
if it were they who made the crop freeze; at the
middlemen, who realize more acutely than the legis-

supplies of planes and arms, ammunition to fit both.

lators, what happens; or on the part of the American

Last week the French requested four hundred U. S.
Air Force technicians to help keep the planes in the

distributors, who are trying to make an honest living

selling the public.

air.

Of course, the solution is not just to accuse a
person or persons of conspiracy, but to maintain the

The next step is obvious, the introduction of
units into action. Of course, the Commies may call
a halt to the “war” in return for half of Indo-China,
but that will, in time, precipitate another Koreantype debacle.

can turn to in time of dire need, such as now.

We must concede the Commies one thing. They
have a good sense of timing. Just as the U. S. is

There is tea. Unless it is iced, in summer, and
served with a slice of lemon, tea is the most odious

preparing to pull two divisions out of Korea, they

form of liquid known to man. It is too weak to taste
like anything palatable, and when it is made strong

make the move seem inadvisable, for it would be

present aloof attitude toward the bean until the price
gets back within reach again. There are several
alternative liquid refreshments which the consumer

foolish to withdraw two divisions a thousand miles

enough to have any kick to it, it tastes like hot water

only to commit them two or three hundred miles
from their original point of embarkation.

with quinine in it. Tea is suitable for tea parties,
for very old women and very pale young men.
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There is milk, which is suitable for very young

a right to feel proud of the achievements of our

babies (under eighteen), and people with ulcers who

publications, but to maintain those standards con-

can't enjoy food anyhow. Warm milk is ridiculous.

tinued support is needed. The best manner to give
this help is by subscriptions, even long term sub-

It is too warm and too sweet. It destroys all the
pleasant connotations of milk. Cold milk sets the
teeth on edge, and calls for doughnuts or some confection to accompany it. It is impossible to enjoy a
cigarette and a glass of milk, one always kills the
taste of the other.
There are various soda beverages, which are
suitable for use by teenagers or for mixed drinks.
These do not possess the therapeutic values of coffee.
We can hardly conceive of a person drinking Pepsi-

Cola to alleviate the headache usually associated
intimately with the travails of hangover, or stopping
in the middle of the night to drink a bottle of SevenUp in order to keep awake.
“There is no solution,” Alexander the Great might

have said to Gordius, just before he started slashing
away. There is no solution but to outwit the price

gouging by awaiting the price fall.

scriptions. The folks in the editorial office know that
you are with them in the years to come, whereas if
you buy sporadically from newsboys who sell papers
and magazines at the church door the editors do not
know about it and they do not have that same guarantee of continuance. Instead of buying your friend
a fifth of your favorite brand for Christmas, why
not take advantage of the rates that many magazines
offer and send subscriptions to these magazines. Every
month the friend will be reminded that you thought
of him and he will have an abundance of good reading to chew on during the month.
We need the press, too. Every day we take
material food to keep us alive. Now the souls craves
food also, the food that is not material. Prayer and

the sacraments supply the needs of the soul. But
the Catholic Press is an aliment to these means of

spiritual growth. We live between the ears and the

thoughts we think will be those we get from what

Meanwhile we must all suffer, and partake of
tea, milk, or carbonated beverages. Skol!

we hear and see and read. Oh yes, read. Editorials

CATHOLIC PRESS

what you read and I will tell you what you are.

and syndicated articles in our Catholic papers furnish
us with that proverbial food for thought. Tell me

@ When February comes along we think of the
Catholic Press and the words of Blessed Pius X who
will be canonized this year. He said that it is vain
to build churches and schools unless we arm ourselves with that offensive and defensive weapon, the
Catholic Press.
As college students did we ever think of the
Catholic Press in the terms of writing? Such writing
is more than a mere job, it is an apostolate. That
means taking part in the work of the Church of
bringing souls to God. A person does not know

what influence his example has on the neighbor, and
in a similar way a writer does not know into whose

hands his good words may fall and what fruit they
will produce.

Those of us who have talents for

creative writing might help along the cause of law
and order by our contributions to newspapers and
magazines. It is always a consoling thought to know
that we are on the side of the angels and that we
have our feeble shoulder to the wheel pushing for
.the cause that will help the world to be a better
place to live in.

Simple, isn’t it? Also we want to know what is

going on in our cities and in the diocese and for
that matter in the whole world. How is Holy Father

faring, what new colleges and schools are being
built, how are our Catholic brethren succeeding in

the many countries of the world? Reading the Catholic Press regularly will make us Catholic-minded.
To read and support this press is our duty. We will

be much happier if we fulfill that duty.

EDUCATION STUDENTS NOTE
@ You education students who will teach in the

parochial school next fall may drop in at your dean’s
office and ask him for Our Lord and I by Catherine
Beebe. (St. Anthony Guild Press, Paterson, N. J.)
Pictures and verses help the child to learn about
prayer, the Mass, Christmas, politeness, obedience,
etc. It is a most attractive booklet.
The Franciscan Fathers of the St. Anthony Guild
Press in Paterson, N. J., have a series of books for
the teenage bookshelf. The series has been enthus-

iastically praised by educators, librarians and com-

The press needs our financial help, in other words
the press needs us. We take pride in maintaining our
home in the class of the other homes in the block.

mentators. The latest number of this series is Free-

the equals of those in our standing. Why not feel
the same way about the Catholic Press. We have

Ask the dean to let you see this latest book.
—Jack Rice.

We desire our college and our basketball team to be

February, 1954

dom Drums by Eva K. Betz, an action-packed novel
that offers an exciting blend of history and fiction.

Students in elementary education please take notice.
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Eprrep sy ANNE FLYNN

STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING

FEBRUARY, 1954
® Gee, it’s

February already, the month of

Valentines, new classes, two presidents’ birthdays,
and the Junior Prom. Some of these happenings
affect us more than others, of course. Valentine’s
Day is a big, important day in the life of every true

coed! Too bad it comes only once a year . . . it sure
is good to hear phrases such as, “Be my comic Valentine,” etc. The fellows here are so sweet!

A new semester and new classes always make
us want to turn over a new leaf and do all things

right, instead of the way we have been doing them.
Oh, to be as intelligent, honest, and sincere as our two

February presidents.
And for the Junior Prom, this is THE event of

the month, and even of the year (at least to the

@ On recent Wednesday nights those who unsuspectingly pass in the vicinity of the Women’s
Gym hear strange and weird cries emitting from
the inside of the otherwise harmless-looking white
building. If they be strangers on the campus, they
might at first be tempted to flee to the conspicuous,

brown-clad fellow sitting in his white Chevrolet; or
to bless themselves and call for assistance to combat

these howling hob-goblins; but upon peeking through
a bare space in the painted window (which the
understanding painters had so kindly left clear for

just such an occasion,) they usually scratch their
heads in wonderment, chuckle to themselves in
amusement, and walk away in haste. Had they remained for a more extensive observation, they would

have eventually become more perplexed.

Juniors!
). Hope to see you all there, having a real

I remember the first time that I sighted this phen-

Ball. Then nothing will be changed from last semester. Come to think of it, I guess that’s the way we

omenon—I remained with my good eye affixed to

all want February and the following months to be.
—A.F.

Cc. W. O. NEWS
@ The Central Women’s Organization will hold
the annual Mother-Daughter Tea on February 28th
from two-thirty to four oclock in the afternoon. Refreshments will be served to all. Women students
and their mothers are cordially invited to attend.
Our C. W. O. will again send two representatives

to the annual conference of the Ohio Chapter of the
National

College

Women’s

student

government

groups. The conference will be held at Dennison
University this year on the weekend of February 27th.
U. D.’s representatives will be chosen from the Gov-

erning Board of the Central Women’s Organization.
Perhaps it’s a bit early to plan for the Turnabout Tag, but the date has been set, girls, for April

23rd, at Lakeside Ballroom. Never too early to get
a date, so it’s on your mark, get set . . . GO!
Page 18

that obliging bare space for a bewildering half-hour
before I could comprehend the action that was taking
place. It was difficult to take in the entire picture at
first glance. The room I saw was quite large, almost
empty of furnishings, but densely-populated. At second glance I found the focal point of interest. The
spectators’ eyes were directed toward a line-in area of
hardwood flooring; I so directed my gaze.

The newly-varnished floor somewhat distortedly

reflected long, bare legs and wildly-waving arms.
There were twelve flushed girls breathing in short,

pained gasps yet diligently running, dodging, and
falling all along the court. All of this strange group
centered their attention on one object —a ball which

alternately rolled, bounced, and soared from one
person to another. Once in a very great while this

persecuted sphere would accidentally strike a bankboard before it again bounded off to be plucked in
mid-air by a pair of clutching hands. Frequently
several players would dive simultaneously for the
evasive ball and would inevitably collide. The ensuing entanglement of scrawny limbs defies even a

master at solving human pretzels; but each girl always managed to retain — possibly regain —her own
particular appendages, bruised though they were.

The Exponent

After a few minutes more of similar experiences,
I began to get a glimmer of the objective of the

game. Not until I saw the ball sail into the air and
at long last drop hesitantly into the basket attached
to the bank-board at the far end of the room, did

I actually suspect the true nature of the sport.

Turing away from my secret watch, I

remembered seeing in the weekly bulletin an announcement which explained the odd activity occurring in the gymnasium: Women’s Basketball Intramurals begin on Wednesday.

The

perpetually sick lady.

This

woman

Cadillacs. She is constantly hunting for sympathy.
She is a harmless lady, but can be very annoying.

(I

hadn't dared to be so assuming before this unique

event.)

a.

ranges in age from about thirty-five to sixty-five. She
is the type of woman that keeps doctors riding in

b.

The playgirl. This type of female ranges in

age from fifteen to thirty. She is the girl who is
attractive and knows it. She delights in relating to
her friends about the number of boys who date her

or try to date her. She generally wears a very artificial smile which is supposed to entice the men. This

type can be dangerous if taken seriously.

—SALLY BROWN.

c.

FASHION TIP FOR THE MONTH
@ Did you notice last spring that the cottons

were almost all dark colors . . . grey, navy and green?
Well, this year, the brighter and more vivid the color

and print, the better. Even many suits will be accessorized with touches of prints here or there.

This

doesn’t mean that the soft pastels will not be good,
too. They can never be replaced in a woman’s spring

wardrobe. This year, with your suits and dresses,
it’s the small hat once more. The ones we've seen so

far are very small, and very flat . . . but very chic.

The gusher. This woman can be any age.

She can be found anywhere. There are more women
in this classification than in any other. She raves.
She rants. She makes something big out of anything.
She is especially noticeable in thanking someone for
something. She is harmless but at times very disgusting.

d.

The television watcher. This woman is the

housewife who stays home all day watching television. She is the life-blood of the daytime programs.
Each has her own favorite. She seems to delight in
writing letters to Arthur Godfrey. This class of
woman is tolerable, but it seems as though she could
make better use of her time.

@ The following article is a treatise discussing an
unpredictable and most confusing subject, women.

e. The professional woman. This is the woman
who is trying to replace the man. She is found in
factories, in offices, in politics, almost any place where
she can draw a salary. She has someone else in to

The woman is a subject about which we know

take care of her children so that she may supplement

little; but as the early chemist attempted to classify

the msytery of his times, the elements, I will attempt

her husband’s pay check. She is the woman who cries
for equal rights incessantly. She can be dangerous

to classify the mystery of all times, the woman.

especially to her children and husband.

First, I would like to point out that there are
certain characteristics which are common to all of
these strange creatures. The only feasible expla-

and I am sure I have missed no one.

OF WOMEN

nation for these common traits is that they are part
of the make-up of many women. The following is
a list of some of these characteristics:
1.

They are incessant talkers.

2.

They are relentless gossipers.

3. They are perpetually attempting to assert
theoretical supremacy.

4,

They are never wrong.

5.

They live in a little world of their own.

f.

All the rest. This is a rather broad outlook,

I have added the last category for all women
who might read this article. I am sure they will not
fall into any of the other classes, and I wanted to be
sure to include everyone.
It might be mentioned at this point that there are
no positive external markings to indicate which group

a woman in question would fall into. However, most
men can sense immediately what type they are talking to. This is done through man’s intuition.
Knowing something of the way women think, the
author feels he will be open to severe criticism. Some

There are other universal habits of the woman
but the afore-mentioned are the most conspicuous.

indignant female will undoubtedly proclaim that few

I have divided all women into six types, but I

thing or the other. This is to be expected. That is

will not attempt to subdivide further. These classifications are:
February, 1954

men are perfect, and she will babble on about somethe way she does it.

—A. BERENS.
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Monsieur Fradon L’instructeurBy Ann Mills
@ This was the address he had
given Daphne when they talked on
the telephone, 2200 North Blanc
Avenue. She glanced at the goldleaf inscription on the door:

PIANO AND VOCAL INSTRUCTIONS — M. PIERRE FRADON.

In the city of Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania, he was noted as a great
musical artist as well as a likeable

person. Her musical instructor at
school advised Daphne to call
Monsieur Fradon and begin vocal
instructions. She had sung at assemblies, at Christmas, and other
notable occasions. However, sing-

ing was merely an avocation for
her. Nevertheless, Daphne called
and was asked by Monsieur Fradon, himself, to come to the studio.
Two students were leaving as

she entered; her heart skipped a

jewel was left unpolished.

“Qui, Pierre Fradon.” He asked
her if she had taken vocal lessons

previously and Daphne said she
hadn’t. Then, as he was writing
her name in his ledger he asked,
“Mam’selle, do you read music
notes?”

“Yes, I do,” she replied.
“Bon! tres bon!” he closed the
ledger with the gusto of an author

having

finished

a

They went into the other room.

A little boy, ten or eleven years
old, was deeply interested at a
desk in a far corner of the room.
Monsieur Fradon sat down at the

piano; Daphne cleared her throat.
The child looked up momentarily
but his eyes conscientiously returned to his main interest. Mon-

sieur Fradon’s well-practiced fing-

ers moved over the keys with magnificent dexterity. She followed

the other room of the studio, softly
soothed Daphne’s anticipation. The

the scale as he corrected her
breathing. Then, as Daphne sang

a selection, he would patiently
show how to soften the harsher

lously neat surroundings. Since she

consonants and give each vowel

wasa little girl she always thought
that a person’s character was de-

sound its entire stress.
He seemed strangely pleased as

noted, somewhat, by the way he

he said, “Your voice, eet ees like

A tall, well-dressed man in his
forties walked toward Daphne; his
stature and excellent manner gave

rough. Weeth time we shall be
able to polish thees jewel into
sparkling brilliance.”
She listened attentively.
“Guillaume,” he called to the

kept things. The door closed and
the music stopped.

him the elegance of a prince. He
was rather well-built, had dark,

curly hair, greying slightly at the
temples, and a charming moustache that added to his distin-

guished appearance. His _ black
eyes, radiantly sincere, seemed to

speak even before his lips moved.
“Allo!” a benign expression came
to his face as he said, “thees ees

mam’selle Daphne, n’est-ce pas?”
His teeth were even and white,
giving sharp contrast to his dark
features.

Daphne had ever met.
Once in a while when Daphne
is singing, she can almost see him
and hear him playing as she sings;
his musical spirit has permanently

impressed her.
Crest ta.

“Come weeth me, then.”

few beats. The rich splendor of

pleasant atmosphere to the meticu-

Late

Wednesday afternoon a fatal heart
attack snuffed out the life of the
most
unforgettable
character

manuscript.

“Moonlight Sonata,” coming from
fragrance of a bouquet gave a

was to return the following week
on Thursday for her second lesson.
Thursday never came for Monsieur Fradon and the potential

a jewel, Mam’selle, still in the

boy, “apporte-moi les deux lecons
sur le bureau, sil vous plait. De-

peche-tu!” The boy came promptly with the two lessons. Monsieur

Fradon thanked the boy and fond-

ly patted him on the head as he
said, “Thees ees my brother's son.
Hees parents were weeth ze
French underground; now he ees
orphan. Oncle Pierre teach heem

SURVEYING CURRENT
SCENE
(Continued from Page 2)
agrees with the two state courts
on what is immoral and harmful
to the public. This lowering of the

standard of moral judgment by the

Supreme Court is a source of grave
concern to all of us.
The Supreme Court gave evidence it is guided by a secularist
view that public morality and its
foundations do not have much
chance against the insistence of

those who plead for liberty, but

whose real desire is license. The
Court did not say the States should
be prevented from forbidding “obscene” pictures. But the Court did
say that State censors could not
decide what is “sacriligeous,” “immoral” and “incitement to crime.”
How then can those same State
censors decide on what is “obscene’? What logic!

The Dayton Daily News said
this editorially about the decision:
“One is always tempted to throw
his hat in the air when the First

Amendment wins a victory against
forces seeking restraint of free exchange of ideas and impressions.

Yet it must be admitted that free-

dom —as guaranteed by the First

to be great composer; he loves
music
— like leetle Mozart.”

Amendment — is not absolute. Par-

M. Fradon gave Daphne the two

ed tastes and habits of children are

ticularly in fields where half-form-

“Yes,” she finally answered, “I

lessons and instructed her to prac-

involved (as is true in motion

am Daphne. And you are M’sieu
Fradon?P”

tice diligently so that they could

pictures) there is room at some
point for the censor’s blue pencil.”
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begin with the “poleeshing.” She
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agents of that same devil. Safeguards against irresponsible producers will continue to be private
agencies like the Legion of De-

Negro Blues Songs
By Gerald Adams

cency. Our duty is clear. We must
line up with the Legion. There is
much strength in numbers.
bod

*

=

In a recent speech in New York
former Postmaster General James
A. Farley urged voters and young
people to bring correct Christian
principles into the political arena.

He called upon young people entering politics to “not only avoid

the evils of power but any suspicions of the evils.”
He asked voters to be “zealous
in doling out power and. . . exacting in our demands on those in
power, so that they will not fail
us.

2

He said “the great and crying
need of our country” is more
young men and women who will
make at least part-time careers in

politics.
“We must not shrug off our re-

sponsibility by washing our hands
of politics as a dirty business. Politics is not a dirty business unless
we allow it to be so. It is rather
a most serious business which has
need of the most highminded and
the most generous-hearted among
uS.

”

@ Have you listened lately to
the modern production of Negro
blues songs? I mean such “intellectual” and “soul-stirring” numbers as “Don’t Do It,” “I Don’t
Know,” and “Mama.” I need only
to mention a few. However, one

could go on indefinitely repeating

pulse-beat has become quite erotic

such titles of the latest song hits.
I have even heard one number entitled “I Ain't Gonna Be Here
Long.” But for some reason they

indeed.

has produced many musicians who

I am afraid that these travesties
set to music will never go away
until the more sober-minded class
of people speak up and let it be
known they are tired of this imitation of art.

numerous others who have made
excellent contributions to the
world of music. Many of their

just do not go away. What is more,

The particular type of song mentioned above is generally composed of a one-thought phrase, which
is repeated again and again until
the nerves are worn thread-bare.
Often these songs suggest through
innuendo things no decent person
would think of. The crux of the
matter lies in the fact that they
depict adversity, misconduct, promiscuity.

(Continued from Page 6)
the poor, abandons her studies,

When in 1695 a contagious disease plagues the city and the Con-

bells sound a lasting farewell to
her while Mexico weeps for its loss
of “La Decima Musa.”

(Review of The Tenth Muse by
Fanchon Royer—St. Anthony Guild

Press, Paterson, N. J.)
February, 1954

Ellington, and W. C. Handy and

names have already been written
in the halls of fame. Again I will
state I have great admiration for
these great exponents of art.
Let us return to the issue in
question by way of a visit to the
nearest juke box. I am sure this
will give you an idea of what I
have in mind. First we shall play
a sad blues number. Then per-

haps we shall hear a “jump” or a
“stomp” and maybe a “bop.” If
you are not satisfied by this time

one to give a logical explanation
of what it all represents.

ciplines and penances.

April 17, 1695. All day the church

have been considered among the
greatest of their times. I refer to
arists like Marian Anderson, Duke

the show is over, I challenge any

and undertakes very rigorous dis-

ters. The inevitable happens. Sor
Juana finally contracts the disease,
and asking God to take care of
her, “the worst of the world” (as
she calls herself,) Juana dies on

I realize with pride that my race

that something is wrong we might
listen to one of those colypso song
numbers on the record list. When
the juke box has been silenced and

ONE OF MEXICO’S PRIDES

vent of San Jeronimo, Sor Juana
tirelessly nurses her afflicted Sis-

the tracing of song origins through
such reliable music chronicles as
“Swing,” “Hit Parade,” and the
well-known magazines Ebony and
Color. These issues represent the
very pulse-beat of the modern music world. Unfortunately that

The current influx of southern
blues music is heaping shame on
the dignity of the AmericanNegro
population. The trend is also

hampering the progress

of the

race. I am not referring to “Hill

Billy” or “Southwestern Cowboy
Music.” I am speaking specifically
of the so-called “modern blues” as
composed and executed generally
by our southern Negro contemporaries.

The liberty I take in doing so
is based on extensive research in

Some people are content to call
it folk music. I proclaim it to be

a far cry from any of the fine old
folk songs so many of us have
cherished down through the years.
The condition demands a much

greater educational background,
especially in the field of music-

appreciation. When all of our citizens have learned that music is
one of the great mediums for ex-

pressing the finer things, our nation will have advanced toward a
higher

standard

of art

appreci-

ation.
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GEORGE SANTAYANA — POET
(Continued from Page 13)
The descriptive part of the poem is given in the
previous verses. The following three lines act as a
keynote to the whole poem.
It is not wisdom to be only wise,
And on the inward vision close the eyes,
But it is wisdom to believe the heart.
It will be noticed in the first line that there is a
seeming paradox on the meaning of the word “wise.”
Santayana considers wisdom to mean faith, and this
is clarified as the sonnet progresses. The idea of wisdom mentioned here is, of course, transcendent, and
hence there is a definite “metaphysical implication”
in this particular expression of Santayana.

Observe the last line
“Unto the thinking of the thought divine.”
and the previously quoted line
>>
“It is not wisdom to be only wise,....

Santayana likes to use these cognate expressions to
drive home the forceful parts of his poem.
Santayana’s sense of beauty seems best expressed
by the sonnet that is quoted above. It is a meta-

physical idea of beauty that does not appeal to the
senses as much as it does to the intellect.

The last part of the proposed definition of Santayana’s poetry, “. . . in words that suggest a pessimistic
outlook on life,” is exemplified by the concluding
three verses.

That you sought, thankless for his guarded grove,

The empty horror of abysmal night?
The concept of pride is well expressed in the
last verse of the previous quotation; it is a good con-

trast to the first two words, “Unhappy dreamer.”
The sestet opens with,

“Ah, the thin air is cold above the moon!”
This line exemplifies the narrowness and rigidity of
cold intellectual pride.
In the last two verses, a phrase, “boastful breath
bubble,” gives a pleasant alliterative effect to the
conclusion.
One enjoys reading Santayana’s poetry because
there is a definite, logical thought-scheme contained
in his works. His sonnets are well knit, both structurally and in content. In these sonnets, a centralizing
theme, running through the whole fourteen lines,
draws each verse together into a unified and pleasing
poem, that is both intellectually invigorating and
artistic.

George Santayana is a poet of keen and profound
insight. His keenness is apparent in the manner of
expression found, not only in his sonnets, but even,

more lucidly, in his literary and philosophical works.
The profundity that Santayana’s works bear is hard

to uncover and experience, but more fruitful to an
appreciative reader. His simple and direct statements
cast a veneer over a wealth of thought that the reader,
on first sight, might easily miss.
George Santayana compares well with the other
poets. For instance a poet such as Edwin Arlington

Our knowledge is a torch of smoky pine

Robinson seems to base his poetic themes continually

That lights the pathway but one step ahead

on the pain-before-pleasure idea, yet Santayana’s
works, in using the same theme, seem to carry that
principle beyond the mere sensory to a more transcendental realization.

Across a void of mystery and dread.
Although this is not the best illustration of Santayana’s pessimistic literary outlook, it does illustrate

vividly his contrasts and comparisons (knowledge is
compared to faith in this particular passage).
To appreciate Santayana’s word-imagery, the
sonnet, “On the Death of a Metaphysician,” is admirably suited.

Unhappy dreamer, who outwinged in flight

The pleasant region of the things I love,
And soared beyond the sunshine, ... .

Emily Dickinson and George Santayana are similar in thought, if not in expression. Emily is, of
course, the epitome of brevity, while George has a
style that is more regular, and a bit ponderous in

spots. Where Emily Dickinson sparkles in style and
thought-content, George Santayana gives to his poetry
a kind of profound glow, that is colored slightly in
some way with an ever-present pessimistic taint.

The four sonnets that have been “literarily dissected” in this article are done so only for the purpose

of exposition. To appreciate a sonnet or any other

In correlation with the word “sunshine,” “golden
cornfields,” and “bright warmth of the earth,” both
products of the sun, are so situated as to constitute a

poem of this calibre, no commentary is sufficient. The
truly discriminating reader will be satisfied only with

parallel structure in the next three verses.

a “meditation” of the original.

The last three and a half verses of the octet are

a direct contrast to the previous theme.

A careful reading of George Santayana’s works

will reward one with an appreciative grasp of a
literary master.

To the reader who desires beauty,

.. . — blasphemer of delight

depth of thought, and a challenge, the poetry of

Was your proud bosom not at peace with Jove,

George Santayana beckons him.
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Two Short Short Stories

My nylons were not made for tugs;
he’s ruined every pair.
Before I get one thing picked up;
down goes another one.
He barks for joy and yips: “This pup

By A. M. Lamb

Then, when my patience wears too
thin and I threaten with a slap.
He curls right up and seems to grin:
“T’m ready for my nap.”

WAITING
@ My train was late and the
hardness of the station bench increased with each lagging minute.
The magazine in my hands had
nothing more to offer and I soon
became unconsciously aware of the
life around me.
They walked slowly toward the
bench where I was sitting. She
hung tightly to his arm and looked up at him, her eyes clearly asserting a proud possessiveness. He

was very personable in an officer’s
uniform but he looked unhappily
ahead, his face set in lines of
tight-lipped grimness.

They sat down in the vacant
space beside me on the bench and
my eyes, which had been glued on
the hat she was wearing, detached

themselves with difficulty. Defying all laws of gravity, a huge, red
feather perched loftily andmagnificently on the top of her micro-

scopic hat.

I wondered vaguely

what kind of mammoth bird had
once boasted such large and lavish
plumage.

The twelve pairs of eyes on the
bench opposite us turned as one
and stared with the unashamed
rudeness which strangers often

consider their privilege.
Snatches of her conversation fell
together like pieces of a puzzle
and gradually formed a picture in
my mind.

“And I stopped in last week to
see

about

the

silver ... know

which pattern I want .. . have

enough linen, don’t you? . . . show-

ers took care of that .. . tablecloths because we won't have a
dining-room . . . some day a big
house . . . use them then. Rug for
the apartment... red . . . something cheerful .
living room
doesn’t get much sun.”
February, 1954

is really having fun.”

“What's the matter, dear? You’re
not saying anything . . . hurry because I don't have my wedding

gown yet... youre not listening!”
“. . . don’t like this hat? Why?
... don’t have to hurry, your train
wont be here for. . . all right then,
I won't wait.”
Her voice limped to me helpless-

ly over the lump in her throat.

“Goodbye, dear. Don’t forget to
write . . . Goodbye.”

“Why, thank you, Agatha.
glad you liked it.”

I’m

“No! Chips. Down! Chips.”
“Your cigarettes, Agatha?

Are

you sure you laid them on the
table?”
“They're back of the chair? Oh,

dear! I hope they don’t make him
sick.

Well have

to

remember,

though, that he’s only a puppy.

I sat and watched sympathetic-

In a few more months he won’t do
those things.”

ally as she walked away, the red

“Excuse me a minute, Agatha.”

feather showing plainly as a periscope over the sea of heads.
*

*

*

THE VISIT
@ “Oh, Hello, Agatha! so glad
you dropped in. Sit in that chair

by the window.”

“No! Chips. Down! Chips.”
“Yes, we bought him a couple
of months ago. Isn’t he cute? You
love dogs, too? Well, I agree with

you. That’s my pet peeve, too! I
just can’t understand those people
who don’t like dogs.”

“No! Chips. Down! Chips.”
“Oh, I'm sorry. They were your
best ones? Well, after all he’s only

a puppy. In a few more months
he won't do those things.”
“Oh, Agatha! While you're here
[ want to read to youalittle, ha,

ha, doggerel that I wrote about
Chips yesterday.”
“Excuse me a minute.”
“Here it is:”
DOG TIRED!
A bit of fur, a bark, a bite, cold nose,
and button eyes.
He keeps the house a perfect sight,
and just ignores my sighs.
He chews the socks, and chews the

“Yes, they do look good, don't

they?

I made them fresh this

morning.”
“No! Chips. Down! Chips.”
“Oh, I'm sorry, Agatha. That
was the last of them. Oh, dear! I
hope they don’t make him sick.”
“Of course he’s been fed! After

all, he’s only a puppy. In a few
more months he won't do those
things.”
“No! Chips. Down! Chips.”
“Watch
Oh dear!

your teacup, Agatha!
Some spilled on your

dress? Ill get a cloth right away
and wipe it off.”
“Excuse me a minute.”

“Why you don't have to go so
soon, do you? Anyway, I’m glad
you dropped in. I’ve certainly enjoyed this chat with you. Come
again real soon, won't you?”
“What did you say, Agatha?”
“If you want to see me then

youll have that pest locked in a
kennel?”

“Oh, I'm sorry you feel that

way, Agatha. After all, he’s only
a puppy.

In a few more months

rugs, and chooses not to care.
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ANPUS. NUTR AS
@ WOW!!! Thank heaven exams are over — now to get some

much needed sleep and to relax
for a while. A survey was taken

and 99 percent of the U.D. students said, “This cramming has

got to go,” at least until June any-

Joyce Belsie is never. satisfied
with just a plain hen party, she
has to go toalate, late, late, drivein movie. Sue Finke must have
run out of “refreshments” early that
night.

way. The dust has been taken off

Hank Kirshe has switched his

all chairs at the library. Saw some
of those SUB denizens down there
— studying?

major from Business to pinochle.

I guess some people were just
born happy. With due reference
to Joan Neumann, Jeanie Graul

If practice makes perfect he ought
to get a 4.0 next semester.

The senior class did a good job

on their party at the Democratic
Club. The entertainment at inter-

and Sharon Dymond singing “Keep
on Smiling” skipping in their third

mission was a real panic; especial-

exam of the morning. Did it help,
girls?! |

fight act. We are looking forward
to more of these “talent shows.”

Tom O'Connell decided this
studying can only last so long, so
he threw a big blast Thursday
night after exams. His house and
the neighbors will never be the

ly the “Albinos,” in their prize
The usual party goers were Jackie
Tangeman,

Kathy

Jardine,

Pat

Byrne, Bill Thesing, Jack Boesch,
Mary Ellen Weed, Tod Egan and

Rudy Rupperstein.

same. Help! Help! It’s Jim McGraw, the Lindbergh baby all
grown up, wanting breakfast in
bed. What next!!!

Coed of the month goes to Flo
Luby. She never misses a school
function and always has a smile
for everyone. Who else can smile
at eight oclock on a Monday
morning?
A low-flying airplane caught
sight of Dave Hoene walking over
Stewart Street at one-thirty in the
morning.

Either Dave has insom-

nia or he is in dire need of a car.

Patty Russel and Bill Strady
tried to beat the crowd in the

business line by being at school
at seven o'clock. But we heard Bill
was eighth in line. Where were

you, Patty?
We have tried and tried to find

who the Queen is for the Junior
Prom, February 26. All we can say
is congratulations to the candidates:
Kathy Jardine,
Lynda
Smith, Karen Munn, Rita Kinsella
and Sally Payne. It’s a close con-

test. The junior boys will certainly have a time picking one of these
“cuties.”

After the Villanova basketball

game, Mary Lou Becker trying to

A few of the more fortunate
students spent their between-semesters vacation baking in the sun

keep up the morale of the losing

team, had a party and what a
party. Of course, the whole Villanova team came and also Pat Maloney, Sue Kronauge, Joe Oths,
Anita Beacham, Jim Katcavage,

at Florida. Jim Hart and Eddie
DePasquale

were

some

of

the

lucky ones.

Jim Raif and Sheila Dougherty

We wish to extend our welcome

were seen bending the old elbow.

to Mary Ostendorf, a transfer stu-

Tony Krystofik has quite a bit

dent from Nazareth, Michigan.
Also to Sue Kronauge who will be
back with us next semester.

of money these days.

Knowing

A bit of advice to Tod Egan. We
definitely think you should take

Tony, the money didn’t come from
digging ditches but from digging

Child Psychology. Who knows!

those crazy cards. Maybe more of

You might get married some day.

us should go to Bill Hoff’s “stag”
card parties.

Getting accepted into medical
school is a good reason for having

What's this about Letty Roll and
Carol Osbeck wanting to be old

a party. Congratulations, Pete Mariani. Helping him to celebrate

maids for life. Their main complaint is that to keep men happy
is a twenty-four hour a day job.

were Joan Stueve, Neil McDonald,
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Ellen Spang, Walt Gehring, Pat
Shank, Bill Leider and Lois Volz.

Thought of the month:

For someone who's thinking by
day and by night
And someone who's sure you are

just about right
This Valentine Greeting is
simply to say
You're the nicest of all on
St. Valentine’s Day.

The Exponent

REJECTION SLIP

Fred could hear him in the warehouse.

(Continued from Page 14)
dence and rudeness. To assuage
your anger in having cast upon

your lap only the makings and not
the finished product, we shall resort to your favorite device. We
shall fill the void with printed

matter. So, when you read this,

please turn to the enclosure for
satiation of your literary appetite.
Since there is no charge for this
meal, please do not send us the
doctor's bill for indigestion caused
by this ersatz food.
The Publishers.
Enclosure: One manuscript.

THE COMEBACK TRAIL
@ “Little
time.”

snug

after

all

this

His fingers were stiff on the
brown cloth and he remembered
Nick Adams and the old man and
tried to keep his mind off how
much he wanted the drink.
He stood in front of the mirror
and flexed his arm and looked at
the stiffness of the new-old places
that had bent many times long ago
but had not bent for a long time
now and he imagined he could
hear it crinkle where it bent but
that was only his old man’s mind
working and that he could not
hear it at all.
He wondered if the pants would
whistle when he walked and he
remembered the time he had gone
into the reading room right after

he was off duty to pick up a sports

inagazine and how the new pants
had whistled all the way across

looked up from their reading as

he passed and he could imagine
them grinning behind his back
and the pants only seemed to
whistle louder instead of softer or
not at all like he wanted them to.
The librarian was a funny little
man who wore suspiciously frilly
shirts and he looked up to see
Fred’s pants whistling him across
the deep marble floor and he
grinned at Fred and he glared
back at him so he was afraid to
grin and Fred had gotten his
sports magazine and walked out
and his face was very dignified
above his whistling pants.
He remembered it and grinned
and looked at his watch and it
was time to go. He locked the
door and walked across the street,
made sure his shoulder straps were

under his jacket collar and stepped
into the truck marked “Bakery.”

the deep marble floor. Everybody

—Mary TRUITT.

Fred Molton was startled by the
sound of his own voice. That was
getting to be a bad habit, the
talking out loud. He would have
to watch it around the guys. He
was going back and he couldn't
start out wrong.

The uniform was snug, but not
as tight as he half expected it to
be. He carefully buttoned the
jacket, sucking in his gut where
the beer had been too good to
him. His fingers were stiff and
trembly. He thought about a drink
to take the stiffness and the
trembling out of his fingers. He
thought about it and the saliva
came into his mouth and he licked his lips from it. He knew he
couldn’t afford the drink either.

A wonderful way to earn full college credit and enjoy
a thrilling trip through Europe or around the world!

Roam abroad in leisurely fashion seeing all the famous sights
and cities...study at an accredited university from 2 to 6
weeks in an educational center such as London, Paris, Rome.

You can do both in one glorious trip on a university-sponsored tour via TWA
— world leader in educational air travel.
Thousands of students and teachers have taken these trips in
the past five years, enjoying a fun-filled jaunt whilesera
full college credit. You can take a tour dealing with a specia
field such as music, art, languages... attend the World Edu-

cational Conference in Geneva...arrange a visit to the Orient.
The cost in time and money is surprisingly small. You'll
speed to Europe overnight via TWA. And thrifty TWA Sky
Tourist fares stretch your budget. Mail the coupon today!

He pulled the jacket bottom
down over the web belt so that he
looked clean cut and straight even
with the beer gut. He wanted the

drink again but he had to report
to the old man on this his first
morning back and the old man
could smell drink from here to
L.A. He remembered the time the
old man had yelled to Nick Adams

clear across the parking lot and

Nick had been drinking but not
since the night before. He dressed

Fly the finest... F, YZSWA
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

I am interested in:

University credits O
Resident study at a
foreign university O
Special countries
or areas 1
(Specify)

John H. Furbay, Ph.D., Director TWA AirWorld Tours
380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

oo

Please send me information on the Flying Educational Tours to be offered
in 1954.
Name

Position

Address
City.
State

Zone
Phone No.

Nick down and loud enough so
February, 1954
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HOW THE STARS GOT STARTED...

MARGE and GOWER CHAMPION met

as schoolkids at dancing school. Their
paths criss-crossed for years as each
sought a career. Finally, Gower, back
from Service, ‘teamed up” with Marge.
After months of rehearsal, they were a
sensation in TV, movies and stage.
They are now

—_

Mr. and Mrs.

FAMOUS DANCING STARS

‘sO MANY OF OUR FRIENDS LIKE CAMELS BEST
THAT WE TRIED THEM.
CAMELS’ MILDNESS AND FLAVOR, SUIT US JUST RIGHT
!

WHY DONT YOU TRY CAMELS?
Start smoking
Camels yourself!
Smoke only Camels for
30 days and find out
why Camels are first in
mildness, flavor and
popularity! See how

5 :
i

:
2

much pure pleasure a
cigarette can give you!

forMILDNESSand FLAVOR
THAN ANY OTHER. CIGARETTE !

